Turabian Bibliography Style Citation Samples

The following section numbers refer to Kate L. Turabian’s *A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses and Dissertations* (7th edition), call number 808 T84m 2007, available at the OWHL Help Desk.

NOTES: Bibliographies should be single-spaced with a blank line between entries (p. 375). Bibliography entries have a hanging indentation: the first line is flush left and all following lines are indented the same space as paragraphs (p. 147).

Alphabetize authors by last name, and follow the citation patterns modeled below.

No single sheet can account for all sources or examples; ask a librarian, your teacher or see the manual for help.

CLASS MATERIAL

Print Material for
Class Reading: pattern: *Class Material*, Teacher’s Name, Term year.
example: *History 100 Packet*, Mr. Tipton, Fall 2009.

BOOKS: § 17.1

One Author: pattern: Lastname, Firstname. *Title*. City: Publisher, year.

Multiple Authors: pattern: Lastname Firstname #1, Firstname Lastname #2, and Firstname Lastname #3. *Title*. City: Publisher, year.

More than Three Authors: pattern: Lastname Firstname #1 et al., *Title*. City: Publisher, year.

ARTICLES IN ENCYCLOPEDIAS: § 17.5.3

Citation of encyclopedia entries varies depending on whether the work is well known, specialized, or accessed online. See the section of the manual listed above or use *Noodle Tools* to assist in your citation. In examples below, S.v. stands for *sub verbo* (under the word).
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ARTICLES IN ENCYCLOPEDIAS: § 17.5.3, cont.

Unsigned article:  pattern:  Editor lastname, firstname, ed. Title. City: Publisher, year. S. v. “Entry title.”

ARTICLES IN JOURNALS, MAGAZINES, AND NEWSPAPERS


Magazine Article (§ 17.3):  pattern:  Lastname, Firstname. “Article Title.” Magazine Title, day Month year, page range for entire article.

Newspaper Article (§ 17.4):  pattern:  Lastname, Firstname. “Article title,” Newspaper Title, day Month year.

Unsigned Articles: Articles with no authors are cited in the formats shown above and listed under the title of the article.

ELECTRONIC SOURCES

Web Page (§ 17.7.1):  pattern:  Lastname, Firstname. “Page Title.” Title or Owner of site, URL (accessed Month day, year).

Database Article (§ 17.5.9):  pattern:  Lastname, Firstname. “Article Title.” Journal Title volume issue (year). Database URL (accessed Month day, year).

PRIMARY SOURCE WITHIN A SECONDARY SOURCE: § 17.10

When the primary source is found within a secondary source, adapt the “quoted in” format below as needed. One example is below; in other cases, your citations may vary.

pattern:  Lastname, Firstname. “Primary Source Title.” Quoted in Firstname Lastname, Secondary Source Title. City, Publisher, year.

REMINDER: This sheet cannot account for every source or example. Check the manual or see a librarian for help!